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About This Game

Step into the cockpit of a giant robot in an interstellar civil war! Customize your mecha to duel against enemy pilots with
"monosaber" plasma swords. Find glory, disgrace, and even love.

"Mecha Ace" is a thrilling interactive sci-fi novel by Paul Wang, where your choices control the story. The game is entirely text-
based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Who will you be, pilot? Hero, villain, or renegade? Will you lead a unit of elite pilots to victory? Defeat your enemies with skill,
cunning, determination, or heavy firepower? Fight for glory, for power, or for an enduring peace?
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If you remember the original from 2000 then you'll not be disapointed with Insane 2.
Fast and furious and great fun alone or when played against your mates.
All of the great mini games from the original are there, although they have been tweaked a little. However the overall feel of
Insane 2 is fun.
Give it a go you'll have hours of fun.. The game is essentially a casual puzzle game with a fun concept, whereby you cut boxes to
get a ball to the finishing line. It has a fun cartoony visual style, the concept's well executed, and its clearly a project the
developer has put a fair amount of time into.

Also, I have to give major props to the developer, since my previous review of this game, calling it unplayable due to a visual
bug, was up for only a few minutes before they contacted me and hotfixed the specific issue I had been having. Very well done..
This game is a good transposition of the worst WWII tabletop game so far.
Poor game mechanics, results based on dice, totally unbalanced scenarios...
Maybe it's a mediocre puzzle game, surely not a tactical wargame.. This game is ♥♥♥♥ed up:

Spacebar do screenshots

Can't scope with sniper

Can't walk trough bushes

But i'm still pressing " Recommend button "

Why?

Because this game is fun, you can laugh when playing this game, it makes my happy :-)

What u guys thought when this game was in indiegala > GiveAways section.

It's for free and created in 2004 soo don't expect something amazing.. This game is over the top! I havent laughed so hard in a
long time! The game is super cheap its well worth it!! Watch my vid down below to see the gameplay!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpepdWzEqgU. A vertical shmup by ASTRO PORT,just like every other game from that
doujin developer this title oozes style and quality from every pore.. I have so far gotten 5 tickets from stepping on the grass..
great game keep up the good work devs. Simple and kind of relaxing. Stunning visuals. will play again :-)
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A beautiful and great game that has great gameplay and a warm, nostalgic feel to it. The game adds more to the Treasure Planet
universe and allows even more storytelling if one wants to mod it.. WHAT AN AMAZING HEADBLANKETYBLANK!

This was really something entirely different. A glorious headbleepetybleep ! I thoroughly enjoyed that - THIS is the kind of
stuff I always pictured in my head when ever I read Lovecraft's stuff. Alien, inhuman, things beyond perception and euclidean
space.

:P And yes, I did die quite a few times. Yet I never felt the urge to rage quit - the frustration of having to retrry stages almost,
uncannily enough, felt like a part of the experience. Incredible feel; I felt so darn out of place and helpless. Just falling through
an endless razmatazz of an abyss without any proper explanation or reasons. A different kind of horror - not only did it remind
me of Lovecraft's stuff but some of Neil Gaiman's ideas from the Sandman series too. This game is the epitome of chaos, and a
glorious one at that.

One has to however, be aware of a few things: The game IS admittedly hard. I had to swallow my pride quite early on and fiddle
with the difficulty. And secondly: This is not necessarily everyone's cup of tea when horror games are concerned. There is no
gore, naked flying dead guys, blood, or even a proper, perceivable reality.

The style of the game is simple: You are falling. You keep falling through an insane, abysmal pandemonium where pretty much
anything can and DOES kill you. Your task as the player is to control and fine tune your descent and avoid... well, everything
really. The sole ability you have is phasing, which you can use to either detect the paths of "living" creatures or to pass through
them. This of course, is very limited and only lasts for a few heartbeats, and takes a while to recharge; ergo it will grant your
sorry mortal behind a fleeting moment of false security... if you use it wisely.

The palette and luminance of the game is intense and chaotically gorgeous, fulgent lights and color sometimes blind the player's
path momentarily. If one is sensitive or intolerant to such I'd urge either precaution or to avoid it. That having said the levels or
rather, stages, were all beautifully designed. As were the aforementioned uh... "living" things which... look like... uh... something
you'd see under microscopes in high security laboratories. (Awesome!)

So if you are a big fan of Lovecraftian horror, I would definitely say give this game a whirl; it bloody deserves it. Same goes for
any horror fans seeking something quite different. But be ready to die. 'Nuff said.. Wow... first impression: VERY impressive!
Loved the battle chess mode (for all, who don't need the "3D animated moves"... you can disable it! Of course it is obligatory
for the battle scenes). The fighting mechanics are well done and the system manages to keep up a good balance for
attackers/defenders (since you can completely undermine the rules of chess in this game mode).

Unfortunately, I believe, that's all the game is good for... Normal chess can be played on a gazillion free platforms and the rest is
rather a cheap version of Chivalry to me. Those who enjoy multiplayer meelee games, should give it a try. You get the game for
under a Buck on {LINK REMOVED}
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